
Transform your digital 
workspace with #SPACE and 
Microsoft 365
ABOUT ANTARES SOLUTIONS:
Antares Solutions is a highly acclaimed Microsoft Gold partner with specialisations 

in three practice areas: Data and AI, App Development, and Modern Workplace. 

We help people work better by using technologies in creative ways.

WHAT WE OFFER

#SPACE is an intranet framework built on 

SharePoint and Microsoft 365 whereby 

individuals can easily collaborate and get work 

done from a central location. #SPACE is a 

combination of SPFx web parts that's deployed 

to a customer's Microsoft 365 tenant in an 

automated fashion. The site is configured and 

setup to be tailored to each customer, post-

deployment.

• OneSearch: An enterprise staff directory 

enables people to quickly search and find 

information on anyone in the organisation.

• Collaboration workspaces: By using 

preconfigured templates for projects, teams, 

and communities, stakeholders can quickly 

share and engage with one another across 

different workspaces. 

• Rapid implementation: The fully functional 

intranet requires 75-percent less configuration 

time and can reduce investment by 50 percent, 

facilitating faster deployment.

“Antares d id  a  fantast ic  job.  The solut ion 

meets our  changing needs,  and we know that  

we can go back to  them to  fur ther  develop 

the solut ion i f  requi red.”

– Louise Shields, Quality Systems Framework Manager, 

Lutheran Aged Care

See what customers are saying:



Save your company money
Microsoft 365 is available as a simply, monthly subscription. Avoid large up-front costs for 

new software while moving the cost of IT from capital to operating expense. And without on-

premises servers to run email, websites, and document storage, you can reduce energy 

costs and save by no longer purchasing new server hardware. 

Scale your business quickly and flexibly

Microsoft 365 grows with you on the Microsoft Azure cloud. Adding a new user is as simple 

as buying an additional license, which allows access to business-critical technology on up to 

five PCs/Macs and five mobile devices. Microsoft 365 provides many plans to fit the right 

capability needs and price points for each user in your organization.

Technical support

Your Microsoft 365 subscription comes with 24/7 support from a global network of experts, 

with one-hour response for critical, service-impacting events.

WWW.MICROSOFT365.COM

Microsoft 365 is a cloud-based subscription service that brings together the best tools 

for the way people work today. By combining best-in-class apps like Excel and Outlook 

with powerful cloud services like OneDrive and Microsoft Teams, Microsoft 365 lets 

anyone create and share anywhere on any device.

Why Microsoft 365?

Business-class email

Cloud storage

Meet online

Collaborate, chat privately

Key use cases

Financially backed SLA

Get peace of mind knowing your services are available when you need them with a 

financially backed, 99.9% uptime service-level agreement.

Simplified IT management

Reduce headaches by reducing your IT infrastructure. Content lives safely in globally 

distributed data centers with continuous backup and disaster recovery abilities. 

Build anything from lightweight 

websites to multi-tier cloud 

services that scale up as your 

traffic grows.

Rely on geo-redundant cloud 

storage for backup, archiving, 

and disaster recovery.

Get actionable insights from 

your data by taking advantage 

of a fully compatible, enterprise-

ready Hadoop service.

Accelerate your mobile app 

development by using a 

backend hosted on Microsoft 

Azure. 


